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Course Overview
AN APOLOGETICS PRIMER
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Defining the terms
Apologetics: A must for disciples
 World views: Christian versus materialist




Examining the evidence
Mathematics: Formal systems
 Physics: Quantum mechanics
 Cosmology: Big bang and anthropic universe
 Biology: Abiogenesis and speciation




Conclusions: creation vs. evolution


Science restored: The heavens declare God's glory

6. Biology: Abiogenesis, speciation
DEFINITION: EVOLUTION (WIKIPEDIA)
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Evolution is the change in the inherited characteristics of
biological populations over successive generations. Evolutionary
processes give rise to diversity at every level of biological
organisation, including species, individual organisms and
molecules such as DNA and proteins.[1]
All life on Earth is descended from a last universal ancestor that lived
approximately 3.8-3.5 billion years ago.[2][3] Repeated speciation and the
divergence of life can be inferred from shared sets of biochemical and
morphological traits, or by sequencing shared DNA sequences.[4] These
homologous traits and sequences are more similar among species that share a
more recent common ancestor, and can be used to reconstruct evolutionary
histories, using both existing species and the fossil record. Existing patterns of
biodiversity have been shaped both by speciation and by extinction.[5]

6. Biology: Abiogenesis, speciation
BIBLE: GENESIS 1 AND 2
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1:21 And God created the great sea-monsters, and every living creature that moveth,
wherewith the waters swarmed, after their kind, and every winged bird after its kind: and
God saw that it was good.
1:22 And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas,
and let birds multiply on the earth.
1:23 And there was evening and there was morning, a fifth day.
1:24 And God said, Let the earth bring forth living creatures after their kind, cattle, and
creeping things, and beasts of the earth after their kind: and it was so.
1:25 And God made the beasts of the earth after their kind, and the cattle after their kind,
and everything that creepeth upon the ground after its kind: and God saw that it was good.
1:26 And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the heavens, and over the cattle,
and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.
1:27 And God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male
and female created he them.
2:7 And Jehovah God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life; and man became a living soul.
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Charles Darwin was the first to formulate a scientific argument for the theory
of evolution by means of natural selection. Evolution by natural selection is a
process inferred from three facts about populations:
1) more offspring are produced than can possibly survive,

2) traits vary among individuals, leading to different rates of survival and
reproduction, and
3) trait differences are heritable.[6]
Thus, when members of a population die they are replaced by the progeny of
parents better adapted to survive and reproduce in the environment in which
natural selection takes place. This process creates and preserves traits that are
seemingly fitted for the functional roles they perform.[7] Natural selection is
the only known cause of adaptation, but not the only known cause of evolution.
Other, nonadaptive causes of evolution include mutation and genetic drift.[8]
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In the early 20th century, genetics was integrated with Darwin's theory of
evolution by natural selection through the discipline of population genetics. The
importance of natural selection as a cause of evolution was accepted into
other branches of biology. Moreover, previously held notions about evolution,
such as orthogenesis and "progress" became obsolete.[9] Scientists continue to
study various aspects of evolution by forming and testing hypotheses,
constructing scientific theories, using observational data, and performing
experiments in both the field and the laboratory. Biologists agree that
descent with modification is one of the most reliably established facts in
science.[10] Discoveries in evolutionary biology have made a significant
impact not just within the traditional branches of biology, but also in other
academic disciplines (e.g., anthropology and psychology) and on society at
large.[11][12]

6. Biology: Abiogenesis, speciation
EXPLAINING LIFE: EVOLUTION
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Challenges/steps


Abiogenesis




Cellular systems development




cellular specialisation: specified/irreducible complexity

Speciation




design & coding: metabolic machinery, organelles, reproduction

Multicellular organism development




chemical evolution: development of complex molecules for life

development of new species: mechanisms and evidence (fossils)

Human beings


unique complexity of CNS/brain, transcendent components
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Abiogenesis and chemical evolution


Genesis of complex molecules






Simple molecules polymerise to form complex molecules




e.g. carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, DNA/RNA
chemical backbone to life
sugars, amino acids, fatty acids, nucleic acids

Challenge: how to get the necessary organic reactions to work




polymerisation
necessary specific COMPLEX configuration for function
question: design and definition in meta-plane!!!!!!! (cf. previous lectures)
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DNA

•
•
•
•

polymerisation must occur
the right molecule
the right sequence
the right folding
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Challenges


Work against energy and entropy gradients








Stereo-specificity due to optical isomers




2nd law of thermodynamics (entropy increases with time, thus
information content decreases with time!)
law of mass action (more time = more achievement of equilibrium,
depends on relative concentrations of reactants)
polymerisation (condensation) in water!
specific stereoisomers for function (L for amino acids, D for nucleic acids)

3D polymerisation control


specified 3D structure = specified complexity = interactional fine-tuning
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Genetic evolution


Coding and meaning








definitional plane: where does it reside
where do concepts come from
how were they realised
how was underlying chemistry fine-tuned (e.g. RNA vs. proteins)
human genome project shows far fewer human genes than postulated,
where does additional information reside??

Modification




only known evolutionary modifier = mutations
mutations = loss of information, not gain
thus no mechanisms for creating new/increased information
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Evolutionary development/speciation


Requirements





Obstacle: specified/irreducible complexity





increasing complexity and information
increasing co-ordination and fine-tuning
each organ/system needs a defined and minimal degree of
complexity in order to be functional!
no evolutionary selective advantage for a/dysfunctional
transitional forms

Obstacle: source/transmission of information



definitional plane; application/transmission to object plane
2nd law of thermodynamics: info LOSS with increasing time
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Evolutionary development/speciation


Obstacle abiogenesis






never observed in nature
never reproduced experimentally

Obstacle: speciation (true macro-evolution)





never reproduced experimentally
never observed in nature (e.g. transitional forms in fossil record)
fossil record reveals co-existence of species incompatible with
evolutionary theory
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Qualitative differences in relationship


Alive vs. dead




no differences in physical or chemical characteristics
immediately before and after death

Human vs. animal vs. plant vs. stone




increasing passiveness of actions/relationality
increasing determinism/predictibility of actions/relations
not only explained by physical complexity
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The brain and human consciousness


The incomparable complexity of the human brain




The self and its brain (Eccles, Popper, Penrose)






free will, resistance to manipulation (vs. behaviourism!!)
inaccessibility of thinking and thought
reversing time’s arrow (Libet)

Ability to self-observe & determine truth




choice of biochemical parameters, fine-tuning

outside formal systems or algorithmic approaches

Creativity and uniqueness as a source of information
(Arthur Koestler)
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The necessity and existence of transcendence and a
super-intelligent transcendent being is obvious to
any unbiased observer and researcher of biology
The existence of the transcendent and the properties
of the transcendent super-intelligent being - as
observable in general revelation - challenge us to
think about and explore transcendence and to seek
contact with the super-intelligent being!

7. Science restored
THE HEAVENS DECLARE GOD'S GLORY
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Job 38:4–7
4Where

wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth?
Declare, if thou hast understanding.
5Who determined the measures thereof, if thou knowest?
Or who stretched the line upon it?
6Whereupon were the foundations thereof fastened?
Or who laid the corner-stone thereof,
7When the morning stars sang together,
And all the sons of God shouted for joy?
laid the foundations=yasad, to set or place
determined=suwm, generally by God
laid the corner-stone=yarah, to shoot, throw or pour
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Hebrews 1:10-12 (Psalm 102:25-27)
10And,

Thou, Lord, in the beginning didst lay the foundation
of the earth,
And the heavens are the works of thy hands:
11They shall perish; but thou continuest:
And they all shall wax old as doth a garment;
12And as a mantle shalt thou roll them up,
As a garment, and they shall be changed
in the beginning=kat archas, commencement
mantle=peribolaion, something thrown around one as a covering

7. Science restored
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Question: could Adam see the stars?


Speed of light = 300,000 km/sec




Bible: creation complete after 6x24 hours






1 light-year (LY) = ca. 10 trillion (10 exp 12) km
but: distance covered by light in 6 days = 0.02 LY
(= ca. 170 billion (10 exp 9) km)
but: nearest star = 4.3 LY away

Bible: age of earth less than ca. 7000 years



but: diameter of visible universe = ca. 28 billion LY
but: we should only be able to see 6-7000 LY

7. Science restored
RELATIVITY THEORY
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Relativity theory



Proposed by Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
4-dimensional space-time is curved







explains gravitational effects
allows for different speeds of time
speed of light in vacuum = universal constant
basis for black holes (Hawkins, Penrose)

Premises for standard cosmological model




time is absolute
earth has no “special position” in universe (i.e. not at centre)
universe is homogeneous in all directions

7. Science restored
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Standard models


Problems






high dispersion velocities of stars in galaxies
spiral galaxies not sufficiently wound up (if universe old)

Alternatives






phenomenological language
clocks faster at edge of universe
clocks slower at centre of universe (at position of earth)
speed of light decays with time
light created on its way

7. Science restored
COSMOLOGICAL THEORIES
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Cosmological relativity theory



Proposed by Moshe Carmeli (1996)
5-dimensional space-velocity









basic substance of universe = space-velocity
= velocity of the expanding fabric of space (stretching)
space-velocity not curved (flat)
basic parameters = relative distances (magnitudes) and velocities (shift)
extends Einstein’s theory to cosmological scales

Convincing because



consistent with Einstein’s theory of relativity
explains/predicts cosmological findings better

7. Science restored
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Cosmological relativity theory


5-dimensional space-velocity metric





universe never empty of matter
space like a compressed spring, expands rapidly on release
expansion of space-velocity results in generation of matter
(particles) from vacuum

Bible passages: Ps 104:2; Is 40:22; Is 42:5; Is 44:24; Is 45:18; Zec 12:1

7. Science restored
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Cosmological relativity theory


Successfully predicted accelerating expansion of universe






no need for dark matter or dark energy (extension by John Hartnett)
permits accurate analysis/prediction of dynamics/motion of galaxies,
clusters and superclusters

But: starting conditions need to be assumed – or delivered by an
eye-witness


the premise of creationist scientists is to use God as eye-witness as
communicated by the Bible, e.g. John Hartnett
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Cosmological relativity theory


Biblical premises







Bible passages




earth at centre of universe
universe finite and bounded (has edge)
matter (galaxies) not distributed homogeneously

finite/bounded: Ps 147:4; Gen 22:17

Evidence for Biblical premises


galactic surveys (Redshift, Sloan digital) show that
galactic distribution in universe is not homogeneous (but isotropic)

7. Science restored
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Day 1





Day 2




separation of waters (water shell in outward regions of solar system)
(Gen 1:6,7)

Day 4




creation of earth from water only (Gen1:2)
energising of creation (e.g. EMR) (Gen 1:3)

creation of moon, sun, stars, galaxies with enormous stretching of space
(Gen 1:14-16)

Day 5


God continues creation activity on earth; rapid stretching ceases

7. Science restored
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Stretching during day 4






time-dilation period
expansion of space by ca. x36 billion
astronomical clocks ran a several trillion times faster than earth clocks =
enough time for starlight to arrive on earth

Required by 5D cosmological relativity based on
spacetimevelocity metric



means universe is young as measured by earth clocks
we are fooled into thinking universe is old by the
vast size of the universe!

7. Science restored
REVELATION: 1 CORINTHIANS 2:6-14
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We speak wisdom, however, among them that are full grown: yet a wisdom
not of this world, nor of the rulers of this world, who are coming to nought:
but we speak God's wisdom in a mystery, [even] the [wisdom] that hath been
hidden, which God foreordained before the worlds unto our glory: which none
of the rulers of this world hath known: for had they known it, they would not
have crucified the Lord of glory: but as it is written,
Things which eye saw not, and ear heard not, And [which] entered not into the
heart of man, Whatsoever things God prepared for them that love him.
But unto us God revealed [them] through the Spirit: for the Spirit searcheth all
things, yea, the deep things of God. For who among men knoweth the things
of a man, save the spirit of the man, which is in him? even so the things of
God none knoweth, save the Spirit of God.
But we received, not the spirit of the world, but the spirit which is from God;
that we might know the things that were freely given to us of God. Which
things also we speak, not in words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which
the Spirit teacheth; combining spiritual things with spiritual [words].
Now the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for they are
foolishness unto him; and he cannot know them, because they are spiritually
judged.

7. Science restored
NEW PHYSICS AND COSMOLOGY: CONCLUSIONS
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The necessity and existence of transcendence and a superintelligent transcendent being is obvious to any unbiased
observer and researcher of biology
The existence of the transcendent and the properties of the
transcendent super-intelligent being - as observable in
general revelation - challenge us to think about and explore
transcendence and to seek contact with the super-intelligent
being!
The application of the Christian world view together with the
use of revealed Christian premises leads to better science
and enables otherwise unachievable insights!

